
Paris August 1
st
 1795 

 

Sir,  

I was sorry to find some days after my last that the disquietude which I intimated existed 

in the councils of this republic, and to which the communication between its ports and England 

had given birth, assumed a form still more unpleasant in regard to us than I then apprehended it 

would do: for whilst the subject was under discussion between the commissary and myself and 

as I thought approaching towards a close, the committee interposed and taking the business out 

of his hands, addressed me on the same subject and to the same effect, laying at the same time 

the draft of a decree before the Convention, the principal object of which was to preclude all 

those who were not born within the jurisdiction of the neutral powers from the protection of the 

ministers of those powers here. The decree you will observe was made general as was the letter 

which preceded it from the committee: I had however seen too much of the business not to know 

that in regard to others it was formal only whilst it was in reality pointed against a particular 

description of our own citizens and of Englishmen, who by
1
 means of American passports 

obtained elsewhere and no doubt by fraud sometimes passed for such. As I presumed it was not 

the intention of the Committee or Convention that the decree should be construed and executed 

strictly because I knew upon principle it could not be supported and because I likewise knew that 

many of those whom it would thereby comprehend, were resident and valuable members of our 

community and had been and now were by their commerce useful to France. I demanded 

immediately an explanation from the committee of the decree, and soon afterwards obtained an 

interview of that body in which I was explicitly assured that they did not mean to call in question 

any principle insisted on by us: that their only wish was to exclude Englishmen and such as by 

their residence ought to be deemed Englishmen: and that in regard to myself they meant to 

impose on me no restraint in granting passports I had not already observed. Thus this business 

has happily terminated precisely where it ought to do, without producing any real change here or 

other effect anywhere which can be hurtful to us. 

I have the pleasure to inform you that the full aid of this government will be given in 

support of our negotiation with Algiers, &c. Upon this you may I think count with certainty as I 

have been assured of it by the committee and am furnished with all the light which their past 

negotiations with that regency enable them to give on the subject. Difficulties however of a new 

kind arise and which may possibly create some serious embarrassment. The fund destined for 

this business is I understand in England and the English intercourse law prohibits as I hear and 

under the penalty of death the payment
2
 of drafts from this country in favor of any person in 

France or who has been in France since the commencement of the war between the two nations. 

Perhaps this law may not be deemed applicable to this case: perhaps if it does the inconvenience 

may yet be remedied somehow or other so as to prevent the failure of the treaty on that account. 

Col
o
 Humphreys is still here upon this business and as we devote our unremitted attention to it, 
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you may be assured that no measure necessary to its success, will be omitted that we are capable 

of.  

Within a few days past the emigrant army which lately landed in the Bay of Quiberon 

under the auspices of Great Britain, has been completely defeated, and its whole force amounting 

to about 10,000 men either slain or taken prisoners of which about 4,000 were slain. Many of 

those who composed that army are said to have been raised by compulsion from among the 

French prisoners and who were of course set at liberty when taken. By the law all the others are 

doomed to suffer capital punishment, but it is to be helpful, as many of them are weak and 

misguided men, it rigour will be moderated at least in regard to them.  

Within a few days past a peace was concluded with Spain, whereby the whole of the 

Island of S
t
 Domingo is ceded to France, the latter yielding her conquests made in this quarter 

since the war. That there some secret articles is more than probably. I herewith send you a copy 

of the treaty, as likewise of the details which attended the defeat and destruction of the emigrant 

army, according to a report thereof, rendered
3
 by Jallien who was in mission there.  

You will perceive that our claims have not been provided for in this treaty with Spain, 

relative to which claims I have heard nothing since mine of the 14
th

 of June last. Tis possible I 

may soon hear something on that subject either from this government or from M
r
 Pinckney and 

in which case I will immediately advise you of it. „Tis likewise possible a war may soon take 

place in consequence of that treaty, between England and Spain and in which case it will no 

doubt be the wish of the former to involve us in it on her side, but this I hope will not take effect, 

because under existing circumstances it would not only produce many unhappy consequences, 

but because I am of opinion if M
r
 Pinckney finds difficulties that the object may yet be obtained 

by the intercession of this government as soon as I am enabled to shew that M
r
 Jay‟s treaty 

stipulates nothing injurious to this republic. Doubtless France will now have weight in the 

councils of Spain, and most certainly if we continue in friendship with France and of which there 

can be doubt, it will be possible to avail ourselves of it in support of our claims there.  

These two great events must certainly produce the most important consequences as well 

in securing tranquility at home as in cutting off all remaining hope of success on the part of the 

powers still at war with this republic. Indeed that probability is that peace will soon be made with 

the Italian powers and even with Austria; but with England, so peculiar is the relation between 

the two countries, that it is impossible to say when peace will take place between them, or even 

to hazard any plausible conjecture
4
 upon that point .An adjustment however with all the other 

powers may possibly induce an accommodation between these sooner than present 

circumstances authorize the expectation of.  

About the time of the debarkation of the emigrant army some symptoms were seen here, 

which gave cause for suspicion that there was a party in Paris which felt at least in unison with 

that army. Lately a song called the “Revil du Peuple” composed in reproach of the reign of terror 
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had become very fashionable among those who had suffered under that reign, and by some 

accidental circumstances was placed in a kind of rivalship, or rather of opposition to the 

Marseilles Hymn. The young men of Paris, the relations of many of whom had suffered under 

the reign of terror, formed a party who were in general in favour of the “Reveil de Peuple” often 

calling for it at the theatre in preference to the Marseilles Hymn, and which circumstance never 

failed to give uneasiness to many who were present. Light as this circumstance was yet it seemed 

at one time to menace some serious ill consequences; the presumption whereof was indeed so 

strong that the enemies of the revolution who were said to stimulate the young men on seemed to 

count upon it as a source from whence something in their behalf might be expected. Occasionally 

some excesses were committed by the young men, and in which they thought they had a right to 

indulge, even in contempt of the authority of the Convention itself, upon which body they 

presumed they had some claim, for services rendered in the late commotions. It was in truth 

obvious that the range which they took at this time when tested by the standard of strict propriety 

or indeed of
5
 law could not be justified. It might on the contrary have been called an insurrection, 

and a little rigour would have made it one. The Convention however acted more wisely by 

considering it for a while as a frolic, and finally by issuing a proclamation telling them calmly 

the folly and impropriety of their conduct since thereby they exposed to danger the revolution 

and of course their own safety, neither of which could it be their interest or their intention to 

endanger. This model of proceeding produced the happiest effect, for even before the reduction 

of the emigrant army and peace with Spain tranquility was in a great measure established: but 

since those events it has been completely so.  

The Convention is still employed upon the subject of the Constitution and which will 

probably be gone through in the course of two weeks more. As soon as one is adopted and of 

which there can be no doubt and upon the principles generally proposed in the project reported 

by the Commission, I will forward you a copy.  

I have lately received a letter from a M
r
 Cazeaux an unfortunate Canadian who attached 

himself to our cause when we invaded Canada, whose name you will find in the journals of the 

Congress of 1793 or 4 at Annapolis, and which letter I now transmit to you. The journal of that 

day explains the nature of his demand touched on in this letter: as I was of the Committee upon 

his memorial I am well acquainted with the nature of his claim, and think in the issue of the 

business that justice was not rendered to him: as the order of Congress in his behalf was not 

executed. He is here and I believe supported by the nation, in the expectation we will do 

something for him: the Minister having been
6
 instructed to patronize his claim, may I request 

your attention to it?  

I likewise inclose you a letter from M
r
 Leach with one from several respectable 

Americans here recommending him for the consulate at Dunkirk and to which I likewise beg that 
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attention to which you may deem it entitled. My acquaintance with him is of late only; but he 

appears to me to be an honest and deserving citizen.  

I am, Sir, with sincere regard your very h
ble

 & ob
t
 Serv

t
  

Ja
s
 Monroe. 


